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Abstract 
Karlsson, P.W., Inductance and hypergeometric functions, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 
37 (1991) 171-177. 
Vector potential and inductances for simple current distributions with rotational symmetry are considered. The 
approach is in terms of those hypergeometric functions that yield the simplest expressions, rather than complete 
elliptic integrals. In particular, an integral for the self-inductance of a solenoid of arbitrary thickness and length 
is given. 
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1. Introduction 
Inductance formulae for simple idealized current systems with rotational symmetry (coaxial 
circles and the current-sheet solenoid) are traditionally expressed in terms of Legendre’s 
complete elliptic integrals K and E. These formulae have been transformed in various ways and 
they have been used as a basis for numerous derivations of approximation and expansion 
formulae that are suitable for coils and solenoids used in the laboratory. A few of these 
investigations contain results in which the Gaussian hypergeometric function 2F, appears. 
It seems advantageous, however, to set the whole theory properly into the framework of 
hypergeometric functions. This means that we use such parameter sets and variable numbers that 
arise naturally in the course of the investigation. We then achieve simplicity and clearness; and 
we avoid the rather artificial constraint that two particular hypergeometric functions (K and E) 
be given a dominant role. The present investigation proceeds on these lines, starting from the 
vector potential A. For brevity, we do not perform transformations to classical elliptic-integral 
formulae; and mostly we do not refer to the (vast) literature on calculation of inductances, for 
which the review article [3] may be consulted. 
We note in passing that the significance of K and E was commented upon in [l] from a 
different point of view; in fact, some symmetry is lost by choosing K and E as standard elliptic 
integrals. 
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For ease in print, hypergeometric functions of one variable are denoted by F, rather than pFq. 
General properties of hypergeometric functions may be found in textbooks, e.g., [2,4,6]. Some 
important formulae are listed in the Appendix. 
2. The vector potential 
Assume that all space has constant (scalar) permeability p., and that a stationary distribution 
of electric current with density J is given. We may then use the vector potential 
Next, let (r, c$, z) denote circular-cylindric coordinates, and assume that J is in the $-direction 
and is independent of (p. Then A has the same properties, and is given by 
A(C z,=& JJ J(r’, z’)r’ dr’ dz’ Q(r, z, r’, z’), (2.1) x 
where _Z is the meridional section of the current distribution and 
p=JD2= 
cos qJ' 
J(z-zzI)2+r2+r’2-2rr’cos C#B’ d”* 
(2.2) 
Now, take twice the integral from 0 to 71, introduce a new variable of integration r = COS*($#I’), 
and let 
4rr’ 
x= 
(z-z’)*+(r+~‘)~ 
E [o, 11. (2.3) 
This leads to 
by the Eulerian integral for the Gaussian hypergeometric function. Using the series representa- 
tion ’ for F, we obtain after some manipulations 
Q= $F[;, :; 3; x]. 
For the vector potential we thus finally have the expression 
Ah 4=& 
lJ 
x3.n 
q F[$, :; 3; x] J(r’, B fi z’) dr’ dz’, 
where x is given by (2.3). 
(2.4 
’ Or, as pointed out by the referee, the relations between contiguous functions. 
3. Coaxial coils 
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Consider a current I in the circle given by r = a and z = 0, and with parameter +. Then, the 
vector potential is given by the analogue of (2.4) viz., 
4ar 
x= 
~~+(a+r)~’ 
(3.1) 
Moreover, consider a circle with r = b and parameter $I in the plane given by z, and with zero 
current. The magnetic flux through the second circle is the circulation of the vector potential, i.e., 
21rbA( b, z). The circles may be coils with negligible cross-sections. Thus, if they have Ni and N2 
turns, respectively, the magnetic flux @ through the second circle equals 2~bNiN,A(b, z). On 
the other hand, we have @ = MI, where M is the mutual inductance between the two coils. From 
(3.1) we then obtain 
M= ~~T~WN~E~‘~F[:, :; 3; S], 5= z2+;;b+bj2. (3.4 
If one of the coils is allowed to move translatorically along the z-axis, the derivative dM/dz will 
be useful. By formula (A.l) with p = : and the chain rule, we arrive at 
dM _ 37~~NiN2 
dz 64&Z 
z[~‘~F[;, 5; 3; 6 (3.3) 
Although F can be computed, it would be of interest to derive a simple linear approximation for 
dM/dz. This requires some transformations since the F in (3.3) tends to infinity for E -+ 1. 
(Admittedly, 4 = 1 is itself impossible because the idealizations would then break down.) First, 
we use one of the Eulerian transformations to obtain 
dM -=_ 
dz 
‘ii!&? gF[:, +; 3; (I’, (3.4) 
which exhibits more clearly than (3.3) what happens when E is close to unity. Next, we apply the 
quadratic transformation (A.7) and find 
dM 
J-i-=- 
The reader will verify without much difficulty, by considering the series and utilizing Gauss’s 
summation theorem (A.4), that 
F-[& - +; 2; s] Z l-0.138 s, SE [o, 11, (3.6) 
within 1.6%. We thus have the approximation formula for the derivative of the mutual 
inductance 
dM 
dz=- 
31rpNiN~ ~[~‘~(l - {m) 
32Jab I-E 
1 - 0.138 P-7) 
where 5 is given by (3.2). 
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4. The solenoid 
To obtain the self-inductance L of a solenoid with N turns we express twice the magnetic field 
energy as the volume integral of A . J: 
L12 = 
JJ 
A(r, z)J(r, z) .21~rr dr dz. 
B 
A(r, z) is given by (2.4), and the current density equals NI/S, where S is the area of the 
meridional section 2. This leads to 
T/.&N2 
L=-...- 
16S2 //// 
zXr~3’2J;;TF[;, +; 3; x] dr dz dr’ dz’, (4-l) 
where x is given by (2.3). For a solenoid of length 2h, inner radius a and outer radius b, we take 
the integrations over z and z’ first; and we note that the integrand depends on (z, z’) only 
through X, which is an even function of the variable Z = 1 z - z’ 1 such that we readily obtain a 
single integral with Z E [0, 2h]. By (2.3) we have 
z2 = 4rr’ _ (r + /)2, 
X 
and we can easily introduce x as a new variable of integration. The limits will then involve the 
quantities 
4rr’ 4rr’ 
x1= 4h2+ (r+r’)2’ 
x2 = 
(r+ r’)2 ’ 
(4.2) 
The result of the calculations here indicated is 
L= 
lTpN2 
b 
JJ 16(b-a)2h2 (I D 
b(rr’)3’2 dr dr’ 
X[2[+[l- $j-1’2-x-1/2]F[$; :; 3; x] dx. 
The integral over x is a difference, to whose second term we may apply formula (A.1) with 
p = :. In the first term, we set x = x,t and use formula (A.2), which involves the Appell function 
Fl. The result is 
L= 
T/AN2 
8( b - a)2h2 
X JJ b b(rr~)3/2 n a 1. 2, +, 1 ;3 ; Xl, x2 3 
+&F[:, 3; 3; x1] - ,&F[$, $; 3; x2] drdr’. 1 (4.3) 
It is not impossible to carry out the remaining two integrations in terms of hypergeometric 
functions of one and two variables. However, upon performing the integrations one is faced with 
some options, and the functions involved do admit of several transformations. Therefore, it is not 
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yet obvious what the induction formula should look like; and we restrict the present investigation 
to the two limiting cases in the following sections. 
5. The current-sheet solenoid 
If b - a is much smaller than a, the general formula (4.3) simplifies: the integrations 
disappear altogether, and we obtain 
L= 
=pa3N2 1 -x0 
i 
pF,[& :, 1; 3; x0,1] 
8h2 & 
+&$[t, :; 3; x0] -F[5, :; 3; llj, 
with 
a2 x =p 
0 
a2+ h2’ 
(5-l) 
The expression for L is further simplified by applying the summation formulae (A.4) and (A.5) 
and the recurrence relation (A.3) with ((Y, p, y) = (i, i, 2). As a result, we find 
L= y;;2(@Tqi, -:;2; --&l-g). (5 *2) 
Moreover, by one of the Eulerian transformations we obtain the formula 
=pa2N2 
L= 2h 
a2 
+,-+;2;-2 
Here, F in general means the analytical continuation 
Eulerian integral for F. 
of the hypergeometric series, e.g., the 
6. The flat circular coil 
If h is much smaller than a, we have a different kind of simplification. It is not advisable to 
(5.3) 
make h + 0 in the integral (4.3). Instead, we use (4.1); the integrations over z and z’ disappear, 
and we are left with 
L= ‘VN2 2 lhlh(~‘)~(r+ r’)-3F 
2(&a) a a 
;, ;; 3; (r”:::,2] dr dr’. 
Now, take twice the integral over the triangle given by r E [a, b] and r' E [a, r]; introduce the 
new variable 7 by setting r' = rfi, apply the quadratic transformation (A.6), and integrate with 
respect to r. The result is 
L= TP’3N2211jJ; - ;)F[f, a; 2; T] dT, 
6(&a) x2 
A= ;. (6.1) 
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In (6.1) we have a difference between two integrals. To the first we apply formula (A.l) with 
p = 2. The second must first be rewritten by means of 
The integration can now be performed with the aid of (Al) with p = 1, and we arrive, finally, at 
the formula for the self-inductance of a flat coil: 
where X = a/b. The hypergeometric functions in (6.2) are all Saalschtitzian; and we have 
F[ ;; ;’ ‘1 l]= $(2G-1)~1.5889, 
where G is Catalan’s constant. These summation theorems are implicitly due to Spielrein [5], in 
as much as he derived a formula equivalent to (6.2) without identifying his series as higher-order 
hypergeometric series. 
Appendix. Formulae for hypergeometric functions 
For convenience we list here a number of formulae involving hypergeometric functions and 
the complete elliptic integrals K and E: 
&{J1_rF,[f; :, 1; 3; v, v]} = 
~(1 -+‘[a, P; Y; z] + (Y - &F 
- 2iii& F-[:, :; 3; w], (A4 
[a, P; y+l; 21 =yF[a, P-1; Y; ~1, (‘4.3) 
qYv(Y - cx -P) 
Fb, P; Y; 11 = r(y_a)r(y_p) 2 Rdy---B)>% 
QYMY - a - P’> 
F,[a; P, P’; Y; z, 11 = rty_a)r(Y_ pr> Fh Pi Y-P’; 21, 
(A.4 
Re( y - (Y - /?‘) > 0, (A.9 
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L 4z F a> Pi 2P; (1 + z)x 1 =(~+z)~~F[cY, a-/3+:; ,8++; z2], 
F[aJ;2fi; ~]=(+(l+d=))-~“F (II,cI-~++:;~++; 
(A-6) 
(A-7) 
K(k) = +ITF[+, :; 1; k2], E(k) = +TF[+, - +; 1; k’]. 64.8) 
Formulae (A.l) and (A.2) can be proved by termwise differentiation and some series manipula- 
tions; the others are found in [2]. Note that (A.6) and (A.7) are two versions of the same 
transformation. 
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